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"his paper deals primarily with the problems and opportunities intrinsic in 
a social scientific study of disaster films. 
we note the importance of popular culture in affecting the beliefs of people 
and discuss the possible role of movies in shaping the conceptions and ideas 
held by the public at large about the physical and hman features of disas- 
trous events. In the second section we outline the pilot study of disaster 
filns we undertook and attempt to show the lessons learned as a result of 
the pap between our intent and our achievements. 
discussion of the major substantive observations and impressions derived 
f r m  the content of the disaster movies we viewed. The paper concludes with 
suezestions for future and more systematic research into all aspects of pop- 
ular culture and disasters and presents specific recommendations for studies 
into all phases of the production and consumption of disaster movies. 

In the introductory section, 

This is follo.t~ed by a 

Disasters and Popular Culture 

Relatively few people ir, Ancrican society have directly experienced a major 
disaster. 
experience for respondents and making no distinctions as to the degree of 
victimization, report figures in the range of 15-22 percent.1 
sane surveys also indicate that even in instances of direct exposure to a 
disastrous kind of stress situation, the experience has slnost always been 
linited to only one kind of damaging agent, such as a tornado or a fire. 

Different population surveys, providincr no definition of disaster 

Some of these 

Despite this lack of direct and rrrajor exposure to various disaster events, 
it is clear that people in general have images of disaster phenomena. 
act and react as if they 'ilcnow'' about both the physical and social asnects of 
disasters. There is even a historical dimension to this, 
San Francisco earthquake, the great Chicago fir the sunnosed "panic': in 
response to the "Invasion from llars" broadcast,"and the panic and high death 
tolls in the Cocoanut Grove night club fire in Boston, will often evoke a 
hiqh degree of recognition by average Americans. 
areas of life in which only specialists would claim knowlcd,rr,e and understand- 
ing, most persons seem to think they can say neaninFfu1 things about the na- 
ture of unexperienced disasters and the behavior of humans in such events. 
This fact is also documented in another way. 
individual and organizational response to disasters, they show little hesitan- 
cy in expressing opinions. 

They 

Eeferences to the 

Thus, unlike nany other . 

Uhen people are asked about 

Another inportant, related matter has also been found through empirical studies. 
Sone systematic pieces of research show that the public's general conception 
of hman and group behavior in disasters often reflects mythological notions 
and misinformation (Uenger, et al, 1975). An even more recent study indicates 
that public officials t m d  to have the same misperceptions and incorrect views 
as the general public. In fact, this latest research indicates that even ex- 
perience in disasters has relatively little effect upon erroneous beliefs 
(Venqer, James and Faupel, 1980). Still other work sqgests that accurate 
knowledge about the physical aspects of disasters does not appear to be very 
extensive. 3 If valid information is deemed inportant for disaster prepared- 
ness and response, this is an unfortunate state of affairs. 

In view of all this, it seem worthwhile to ask the following questions: 
where do people receive inaccurate information about disasters and from whom 
do they acquire their mythological beliefs about disaster behavior? 



Undoubtedly, the general answer to this question is that learning comes from 
many direct and indirect sources. 
needed iE something is to be done to correct these nisconceptions. There is 
a tendency to assume that journalistic accounts, i.e,, news stories and doc- 
umentaries, are a major source of the public's knowledge about disasters. 
While the actual evidence for this is far from substantial, a strong logical 
case can be made for this position. Similarly, it can be logically argued 
that another major source of beliefs about disasters is derived from popular 
culture. We use the tern popular culture to denote films, novels, comic 
books, advertisements, songs, television and radio entertainment shows and 
programs, and other nonjournalistic products disserninated vis the mass media. 
§uch popular culture products frequently highlight disasters. In fact, a re- 
cent article in the %ehavior" section of - Tine magazine entitled, "The Deluge 
of Disastermania" states that recent production in the popular culture sector 
dealing with disasters and catastrophes "is somethinz of a growth industry.'' 
@arch 5, 1979, p. $4). 

Iiowever, more specific explanations are 

Mondisaster studies in Che mass communication area have clearly shown that the 
American population, as a result of exposure to popular culture, holds beliefs 
that sometimes vary with, replace, or add to the consistent findings of em- 
pirical social and behavioral scientific studies (e.g., Breed, 1956; Klapper, 
1960; Mcquail, 1969; Bower, 1973; Manning and Pendleton, 1977). It would 
seem reasonable, therefore, to hypothesize that the same process rniqht be 
generally operative in the disaster area. 
probably has learned some of the things it "knows" about disasters and disas- 
ter behavior from popular culture. 
cept that there does not exist a sin2le social scientific study which presents 
any direct evidence to bear upon the matter. 

That is, the general poplation 

This xay seem a foregone conclusion, ex- 

12hile there is no empirical research, there is a small body of literature 
which deals with the presentation of disasters in popular culture. 
all of these-works are written as essays froa a humanistic or artistic per- 
spective, are dependent upon personal chance  observation^,^ and very rarely 
show awareness of social and behavioral scientific studies in the disaster 
area (for a notable exception on the last point, see Conrads 1978). X4any of 
the discussions are focused on the ponularity of disaster works, especially 
the apparent upsurgence of public interest durins, the 1970's (e.?., Sarris, 
1974; Geduld, 1975: Ikplan, 1975; Idesterbeck, 1975). Comnon to many of these 
recent esaays is the theme that somehow popular culture's treatment of disas- 
ters, whether the works be novels (e.z., Yoodcock, 1079) or films (e.g., 
Goldstein, 1974; Schechter and ibleworth, 1972), reflects a negative public 
reaction to the advanced technoloyy of modern societies. 
that present-day disaster epics are characterized by their pessimistic out- 
look compared with those of an earlier tine (e.g., Paul, 1974; Altshuler, 
1975). Another theme which has been discussed, is that subconsciously the 
fictitious stories abow'. catastroDhes "reinforce our cultural belief in indi- 
vidualism and individualistic solutions to social problems" (Treisenhelder? 
1379:2). (For somewhat sixilar views, see G a m g  1?75 and Shutzkin, 1975). 
Still others have identified 8 third theme, popular culture disaster works 
serve a psychological escapist function for the individual reader or viewer 
(e.g., Annan, 1975; andrews, 19CO). Sometines this analysis focuses on sup- 
posedly very latent cultural myths and meanings which are mirrored in these 
films. (cog., Jetmtt and Lawrence, 1977). 

Almost 

In fact, some argue 
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In general, this body of speculative literature is unsystematic and unsophis- 
ticated, although a few of the better pieces do present inplicit hypotheses 
that could be tested (see especially Gans, 1975; Shatzkin, 1975; and Conrad, 
1978). Actually, some of the more idea-generating presentations are in the 
forn of anecdotal personal satires of the whole genre of disaster works 
(e.g., Uhelton, 1975; Rivers, l979), but considerable effort would have to 
be made to turn them into resetrch questions. In the main, therefore, other 
than suggesting that there is some kind of relationship between the content 
of popular culture products on disasters and the public's perception and re- 
sponse to disasters, the speculative literature as a whole gives us few spe- 
cific clues and no real knowledge about the nature of the relationship. 

Our Pilot Study 

To bring some evidence to bear upon the matter, we attempted to conduct a 
small scale, pilot study into the relationship between popular culture con- 
tent and the beliefs of people about disasters and disaster behavior. 
focus was on disaster films, and our nethodology was content analy~is.~ 
effort, while not especially successful in terms of the specifics of the 
original research design, was nonetheless otherwise worthwhile. As will be 
detailed shortly, we learned important methodological lessons and obtained 
useful substantive impressions valuable for any future research work on di- 
saster films. 

Our 
The 

Our initial intent was to conduct a systematic sontent analysis of English- 
speaking disaster films screened in the United States in the last decade. 
The focus on movies was based on the assumption that films, compared with 
uost other popular culture gen;me, reach the grearest number of people and 
because of their visual aspect,6 are likely to have the qreatest impact on 
viewers. Supporting this reasoning is the observation that recent movies with 
clear-cut disaster themes such as Earthquake, The Towering Inferno and Airport 
have been among the bigzest box office draws in cinema history. 
Poseidon Adventure was the highest grossing film in the world in 1973. Disasa 
ter film shown on national television in recent years have also attracted 
large audiences. 

In fact, The 

Thus, we took for our universe of study all English speaking nondocmentary 
disaster films produced and distributed for novie houses and/or network tele- 
vision which were shown in the United States during the decade of 1970-1979. 
We assumed we could easily obtain a list of all such films fron some basic 
source, perhaps the nondocumentary novie and television review section of 
Variety, the specialized weekly and so-called Bible of the entertainment world. 
On the basis of a general inspection, it appeared as though this periodical 
attempts to review every movie and every national netvork television program 
screened in the United States as soon as it is publicaly available. In ad- 
dition to critically evaluating a work, every revies almost always presents a 
synopsis or straightforward descriptive summary of the plot or story line of 
each movie or television show exarzined. From the reviews we were going to 
compile a aster list of all movie and television films with a disaster theme. 
Although there are many movies with disaster themes prior to 1970,.such as 
San Francisco, Efurricane, The Last Days of Pompeii. Zeppelin, The Good Earth, 
A Night to Fanember (about the Titanic), and Krakatoa, East of Java, our uni- 
verse of study was going to be limited to fibs of 1970 or later. We assumed 
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the more recent film would be more readily available for actual viewing. 

A filrn was to be classified as a disaster filri if zsy aspect of disaster vas 
mentioned in a relevant m y - i n  a review. For our purpose, disaster included 
any collective emergency resulting from the kind of natural and/or techno- 
logical agerrts listed in the U. S. Federal Disaster Law of 1974. Not included 
in our definition of disaster were war-created catastrophes (e.$. , the burnin.: 
of Atlanta in Gone With the Wind), deliberate attempts such 8s sabotage or 
terrorism to create mass emergencies (e.g. as in Black Sunday), and all other 
kinds of happenings which nizht be collective stress situations (a la Bartxi, 
1970) but not disasters as the term is Generally used in the social and be- 
havioral scientific literature. 
tion films (e.3. Beginning of the End_ in which radioactive-generated giant 
cannibalistic grasshoppers fron Illinois take over the vorld), and very ex- 

Similarly, we excluded clear-cut science fic- 

_ _  
plicit coaedies (e-g., the ziovie Trhere Vere You When the Li&& Vent &t? which 
was based on the 1965 power blackout in the northeastern United States). In 
general, o w  aim was to include in our study, only those movies which seened 
to deliberately try to depict true-to-life situations. 7 

Fro2 the master list of films, we were zoing to draw a snmple, obtain copies 
of those chosen for actual screening, and attempt to do a systematic, possibly 
quantitative analysis of their content. The basic dinensions of the codin? 
scheme 1~7ere to be derived frcm an examination of the social arid behavioral 
scientific disaster literature in particular (e.,?. , Dynes, 1975), but not 
confined solely to it. It seemid at least two geaeral torical areas needed 
to be exariined: (1) the nature of the social behavior of individuals and 
Trouus depicted in the films, and (2) the physical nature of disasters as pre- 
sented in the fflns. The former was to include an exmination of the pre-, 
trans-, and post-disaster Eeficviors depicted, vhether responses vere shown as 
hoaoqeneous or heteroTeneous, the indicated capzbilities of cornunities and 
societies to handle the crisls, etc. The latter included looking at such 
matters as the supposed cause of the disaster, Thethes mitiqation or preven- 
tion rneasures were indicated as being possible, what t5e nhysical effects of 
the disaster agent were, etc. 

iJe proceded with the hy7othesis that filn portrayals of the Dhysical nature 
of disasters and of social behaviors in disasters are different from that set 
forth in the scientific literature on the topic. In general, 5.78 assumed that 
iaovies depict incorrect vievs of disaster phenomena, and that these film fora 
the core of novie audiences' perceptions and mold their thinking about disas- 
ters. Nowever, it is these very xatters for which we lack ezpirical evidence 
one way or the other. 
conclusions, we intended to establish by content analysis what films oortrayed, 
and then to analytically natch these findings with rhose gathered through em- 
piricai resezrch on the same phenozlona so that similarities and differences 
between the3 could be identified. 

Therefore, in an effort to 3ove tovards some definitive 

Relatively little of what we speclficallv planned was actually done. 
of achievenent was in itself very indicative of the practical and theoretical 
problems anyone would encounter in an attempt to systematically snalyze the 
content of disaster films. 
the sax! problems that stymied our efforts. 
major difficulties ve enco:ir,terec! and offer some sugnestions on how they night 
5e resolved. 

Our lack 

Future work on this subject will have to address 
Ve nov tarn to c? discussion of the 
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1. 
initial and fundmental problem, No one source or multiple sources of in- 
fornation can be readily used to develop such a list. There is no subject 
index to Variety, the entertainment paper, which we had intended to use as 
our prime source of information, 
fron Variety r47ould have entailed obtaining hundreds of issues of the news- 
paper and reading thousands of reviews which would have been published over 
the perioi! of a decade or nore.a The time and labor required would have been 
substantial and the quest would not have been helped by the fact that except 
€or relatively current issues, back issues of the newspaper are nornally only 
available on nicrofiln. 

Our inability to convrise a Easter list of all disaster films was the 

This neant any atteapt to derive a list 

The Library of Congress does perfmifcally issue a master list of all movies 
copyrighted in this cocntry, including films made primarily for network tele- 
vision (see E. S. Library of Congress 1977). Eowever, the listing is by 
title, which in the majority of cases, does not provide even a hint as to 
whether the film content deals with disasters. It would be the unusual re- 
searcher who might guess, for example, that the movie, Flipper, contains 
spectacular scenes of a hurricane, 

There are two subject matter indici of films. Even thouqh we used them for 
our study, they have lLTitec? value for most research purposes. IIalliwell's 
F i b  Guide (1977) does have a brief synopsis of all films it covers, with a 
subject index in the back of tho volume which allows one to locate all. ab- 
stracts in vhich disaster phenomena is mentioned. Although the Guide does 
list 90-or-more mimte movies produced for television, it covers only about 
8,000 English lanEuaqe films issues up to August, 1976. In addition, the 
synopses and references to disaster phenomena are usually very brief. For 
example, the total synopsis of the 15139 movie, The Rains Came, reads: "Bigh 
class parasites in India during the Raj redeem themselves when a flood di- 
saster strikes. T4-1011~ absorbinp; disaster spectacular in which the character- 
ization and personal plot development are at least as isterestinp as the spec- 
tacle, and all are encased in a qlovinp;ly professional production'- (1977: 
237). 

The American Film Institute does issue a Catalog of Feature films which has 
a rather extensive subject index divided into a variety of categories includinz 
most ~ajor disaster agents such as earthquake, fire, flood, plaeue, famines 
eta. But, this source excludes film created originally for television and 
simply lists the naae and year of issue of the film under each category with- 
out any abstract or synopsis. Also, only two volumes have been published so 
far, covering novies made in 1921-1930 and 1961-1979. It should likewise be 
noted that for our research purposes the categories vere too inclusive. For 
example, when reviews were checked, almost all the films listed under explo- 
sions" and "explosives," dealt with bombs and the use of dynamite rather than 
natural or technological disaster agents. 

71 

Vith lists and indici of movies it is possible to find film reviews. 
indfcated, Variety reviews alnost all productions that are screened!, but 
searchin: for a review in that newspaper can be extremely tine consuming. 
though nowhere near as complete and requiring tvo separate searches, the re- 
views in Filrn Daily are all indexed by date of review in the annual Film 
Daily Yearbook of 15otion Pictures. 
have ever been published in the New York Times are collected into a few vol- 
umes; howeverp this is a somewhat selective sample. 

As already 

Al- 

In addition, all the filn reviews which 
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But even when relevant film reviews can be located, the information provided 
is often not enough to make even a general judguent that disaster footage 
is involved. The film Sodom and Gomorrah, for example, includes an exten- 
sive and photographically impressive earthquake scene rather central to the 
movie plot. However, the ilew Pork Times review of the movie does not men- 
tion an earthquake being depicted in the fih. At other tines, references 
to disaster content in a review are so vague that it is difficult to judge 
whether it would fit a researcher's criteria for inclusion. 
phrase "there's the shipwreck in a storm" is the sole reference to disaster 

For example, the 

phenomena in the i?ew York Times review of Doctor Doolittle 
1967: 

(December 20, 
55).1 Even when different reviews of the same film are synthesized, 

for research purposes may be lacking. In its review 
, Halliwell's Guide notes that the major protagonist 
"when a typhoon strikes" (1977: 239); however, the 
tion this disaster agent in its review of the same 
ster content of novies cannot be solely determined 
isaster phenomena, as we shall discuss later, is the 

oping a master list of disaster films would be best 
ongoing study. That is, it is possible to develop 
saster aovies by starting at a particular point in 
larly and noting all network television shows as 
e.9 The problem of tryinE to ascertain which rele- 
d were possible candidates for inclusion in a list, 
ty in looking at what has already happened, is 
aking a future rather than past tine period for 

disaster films shown on television. 

e to derive a complete list of disaster films, 
obtaining them for research purposes poses another obstacle. 

appearances would, in fact, seem to be the only 

As is well knoTm, the national television networks have done a poor job of 
developing morgues or archives of what they have shown in the past. 
recent years have there been systematic recordin8 and storage of television 
network news programs; copies or tapes of nost other kinds of prosrams do not 
exist or are of a very selective nature (Ward, 1979). This is not only true 
of the past, but is still generally true of the current situation, meaning 
that anyone interested in disaster films produced for network television would 
probably need to see them at the time of their screening, which usually occurs 
only once. 

Only in 

The problem with non-televisfon disaster novies is less one of establishing 
the existence of copies than it is of locating and gaininq access to copies 
for viewing. 
the movie making industry have not survived, copies of many non-current movies 
can be bought or rented f r w  different film collections. 
Catalog by Ken Veiss (1977). is a particularly valuable source of information 
on what movie prints are still available, %&at collections exist, where fibs 
can be bought and rented, and what other publications are presently being pro- 
duced for film collectors. 
uncovered no identifiable collection of disaster films or disaster film "buffs", 
but, given the specialized and sometimes exotic interests around which col- 
lections have been formed or "buffs" have concentrated, a systematic search 
could conceivably surface somethinp, of great value to students of disaster 

Uhile copies of a number of films produced in the early days of 

The Ibvie Collector's 

A quick scanning of some of these publications 



films, 
are contained in articles by Alley, 197E and Amour, 1978). 

(Other good sources for reference works, locating collections, etc. 

Ifore current films can generally be bought and/or rented; sometimes, they can 
be borrowed for educational/research purposes from different studios or dis- 
tributors. 
to non-commercial use and limitations in regard to audiences, is by far the 
least costly and can be arranged relatively easily by college and university 
teachers. However, arrangements for borrowing copies of film prints usually 
have to be made substantially ahead of time to insure availability at specific 
times. 

The last alternative, often involvinp some prior agreement as 

3. There are sampling problems in the study of disaster films. 
indicated earlier, non-current films pose more serious problems. 
if the researcher is focusing upon eurrent movies, problems arise. 
resources are unlimited, it will be necessary in almost all instances to draw 
a snnple from whatever universe of films exists and is available to the re- 
searcher. At one level this is a practical problem of resources and, as is 
always the case, their availability will dictate the outer linits of what can 
be done in a study. 

For reasons 
Yet, even 
Unless 

At another level the sampling problem involves substantive judmects rather 
than methodological decisions. 
for example, assumes that all disaster filns are of equal weight with respect 
to what is being studied. 
sumption; they appeared even in our pilot study. For one, the function of 
the disaster theme can vary rather niarkedly in degree from one movie to an- 
other; even when our criteria for inclusion as a disaster film are net. In 
some movies such as Earthquake or The Towering Inferno, the disaster, itself, 
is the core of the film's plot, and such of the film footaee deals with de- 
picting disaster phenomena. In other films, the disaster plays an inconse- 
quential role in terms of the movie's major themes and plot. 
train wreck in The Greatest Show on Earth primarily serves as background set- 
ting. In still other moviesp the disaster phenomena which is shown is rather 
minor in its relationship to the plot or story line and in terms of the pro- 
portion of total film time devoted to its depiction. 
fires or explosions fall in this category. 
by stray fireworks forces the major protagonist in the story, to go to his 
room to change his clothes; there, he finds his girlfriend awaitin3 him. A 
multitude, of other dramatic devices could, of course, have been used to account 
for the protazonist's action. Thus, disasters can be central to the plot, pro- 
vide background, or serve as incidental factors in movies. For research pur- 
poses, a sanple drawn on the assumption that all disaster movies are of equal 
weip,ht seems rather indefensible, especially if the intent is to quantitatively 
analyze content. 

To randomly sample in the statistical sense, 

There are at least two difficulties with this as- 

The massive 

Eany film vhich involve 
In Benjamin, a fire brought about 

Of course, those movies in which disasters play amajor part are the ones used 
as examples in the speculative literature on disaster films. 
seems a narrow conception of film content. 
plicit notion that the impact of film content is almost exclusively dependent 
on the predominance of its subject natter. 
of loaical and empirical grounds. From a more anecdotal viewpoint, some spe- 
cific classical examples of famous and noted movie scenes can be seen as being 
relatively independent of the overall plot of the particular film involved; 
for example, the eating scene in Ton Jones, the fireworks during the love scene 
in To Catch a nief, and the scene in the restaurant between the customer and 

?Towever, this 
It appears to be based on an im- 

This can be disputed on a number 
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waitress in Five Easy Pieces. Conversely, there are also cases of close rela- 
tionships as in the clinax showdown scene in High Noon or the camera following 
the supposedly poisoned glass of milk in Suspicion. Although not falling 
within our definition of a disaster film, it is also possible to cite the 
earthquake scene in Supernan which many viewers remember; actually, the scene 
perpetuates a myth that the earth typically opens up during an earthquake and 
creates holes and widens crevices into which people and cars fall and are 
swallowed up. At any rate, our point as noted in the previous paragraph, is 
that a case might be made for assigning different categories or weiqhts for 
sampling purposes to the full range of movies which have some disaster content. 

Another problea with random aanpling of all disaster novies becomes apparent 
when we consider the drastically different kinds of exposure rates which filns 
have. 
matter, those fibs with the greatest box office popularity or the highest TV 
ratings shouid be Riven the highest priority €or screening. Unfortunately, 
really relevant numerical infornation is very difficult, if not impossible, 
to obtain. 
large-scale quantitative data is available. 
in mid-1975 alone, just five recently released disaster filns grossed $395 
nillion dollars (Kaplan, 1975: 35) i5?ith The T o w r i q  Inferno ranking number 
one and Earthquake rankin2 nimber three on the top 3rossfn: movie list by the 
end of the year (Shatzkin, 1975: 77). But box office dollar fizures do not 
really indicate the nuriber of viewers, due to widely varying charges for ad- 
nission, as well as an inflation factor over tine. In fact, there are no 
completely accurate figures for the total number of people who have seen a 
given fila in novie theaters. 
translated into the number of persons actually expose3 to a provan, although 
the spread of cable systems and satellite transmissions are making rating re- 
ports increasingly less reliable than before, Nevertheless, it would seem that 
any systematic study of disaster films ought to attempt, in soEe way, to in- 
troduce some weighting irito whatever sampling frane is used in selectin? movies 
for study, 

If the number of people which view a particular movie is a relevant 

On the surface, the opposite would seen to be true because certain 
For example, it was reported that 

Television rating figures can be more easily 

4. 
ter films. For example, how is a researcher to treat things which are not 
visually depicted but are described in the conversation of the movie characters? 
Nevertheless, a great najority of the problem, such as the choice of the unit 
of analysis, plague all systematic analysis of any content. 
not Teculiar or unique to the kind of study we undertook or that anyone else 
might attempt on the content of disaster films. Xany questions about the va- 
lidity and reliability of coding scheiaes and related issues are examined in 
depth in much of the literature on content analysis (cited in footnote five). 
Because this and sirdlar patters regarding content analysis are addressed 
elsewhere, we will not discuss these standard problem in this paper any fur- 
ther - 

Sorce very complicated problems arise when doinp, content analyses of disas- 

The issues are 

However, rre should note that in terns of being a research tool, content analy- 
sis was primarily derived fron aad has been, for the greater part, used with 
print nedia content. One Sasic assumption, therefore, has been that the con- 
tent is nomally availz5le for reexmination an3 rea-ialysis an indefinite 
number of times by a researcher. In principle, a cogy of a movie, if it were 
initially available, could be s50v.m over and over a5ain for study purposes. 
However, there are limits to indeflnirely reshowing a film, and ir, any case 
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it is mechanically and physically much easier to handle a printed page or a 
book. 
can be visualized, a researcher doing content analysis of movies will, in a 
given tine period, have far fewer opportunities to resereen f i h  content than 
someone working on print media content. 
categories to be used with films might have to be broader and less concerned 
with subt 

From a practical viewpoint, in the majority of research designs which 

One implication of this is that coding 

ties than a coding scheme developed for use with printed or written 
iaaterial. if 
As already indicated, we vere not able to inplement most of our original re- 
search desizn due to the just discussed set of problems. While we vere able 
to generate a list of disaster filns, it was not only incomplete but mostly 
covered a somewhat earlier and different time period @.e., 1960-1973) than 
vas originally envisioned. Nore importantly, as will be discussed in the last 
section of this paper, the exercise raised some basic questions about the very 
conceptualization of "disaster film." 
ting, in any systematic way, movies for screening, partly because of time 
linitations to the study but also for the reasons discussed earlier in connec- 
tion with finding and acquiring copies of disaster films. 
depended on what happened to be available on either cable television or in 
movie houses in the Columbus, Ohio area. As fortune would have it, we were 
able to view (usually for a second tine) R O S ~  of the films typically named in 
the literature as najor examples of disaster movies. In other words, in our 
terminology, we did obtain a rather good sample of the recent and current films 
in which disasters were a major theme; however, our coverage of those movies 
in which disasters were primarily usod as background or incidental items was 
considerably scantier and uneven. 
holistic and qualitative kind. Exeept for purposes of experimentation in a 
few czses, we did not use the systematic coding scheme implied earlier. Now- 
ever, to the extent that it vas inplemented, it led to a reformulation of the 
analytical categories and the development of the data-or?anizing framework 
described in the following section. 

T-7e had considerable difficulty in get- 

Thus, our coverage 

Our content analysis primarily was of a 

Some Substantive Observations and Inlpres&ions 

In the several dozen films v7e watched for research pumoses, what did we 
observe?12 
question, it is necessary to qualify our observations in two respects, 
without making any pretense at quantification, we shall attempt to report the 
typical pattern, rather than the atypical or nuoerfcally infrequent ones. 
For example, in one film, Avalanche, an extraordinarily systematic, orderly, 
large-scale post-impact search-and-rescue effort for victins buried under 
the snov is depicted. Xiowever, this ~7as the only example of this kind of 
search-and-rescue attempt we ever saw presented; in almost all other cases the 
phenoaenon was not portrayed or, if shown, focused typically on only oneg two 
or a handful of people usually ecgqed in rather frantic and disorganized ac- 
tivity. The latter is the kind of impression we report since it is the more 
typical depiction. Second, our observations are based, in the great majority 
of cases, on only one deliberate viewing of each movie for research purposes 
and solely from our own personal perspective. 
able to screen a film two or more times, we always perceived more of what we 
were interested in during the second deliberate viewino,. To be sure, later 

(See appendix for list of movies viewed.) Before answering this 
First, 

In those instances when we were 
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viewings almost never =-voked precep tions which were- contradictory to or con- 
flicting with initial ones. 
upon each successive viewing of a particular film. In part, of course, this 
reflects the limitation inherent in the fact that only one researcher was 
viewing the films; the observations vere not the consensus of Dultiple viewers 
or the double coding of data frequently done in the better kinds of content 
analysBs . 

Generally, more relevant naterial was observed 

Pre-fmpac t 

Given these qualifications with the limitations they impose, what were our 
substantive impressions? For purposes of exposition, and also becnase we be- 
lieve future research should use a similar strategy, we present our tentative 
observations within a particular organizing frame~~ork. To try to suggest in 
what ways the contents of disaster films are similar to and different fro3 
what has been found in empirical research on catastrophic events, we use an 
amalpam of several data-organizing and analytical frameworks available in the 
social and behavioral scientific disaster literature (e.~., Can, 1932; Powell, 
1954; Barton, 1970; Dynes, 1975; Burton, Rates and Yhite, 1978; Committee on 
International Disaster Assistance, 1978, Dynes, Quarastelli and Kreps, 1980) .I3 
In our study, we group our substantive but tentative impressions into three 
major categories or time phases throuzh which disasters pass, namely pre-impact, 
trans-impact, and post-impact periods. Cuttin: across each impact-related 
time period is a physical/social dimension, reflecting the physical nature of 
disasters arid the social activities in response to the=. Each cell obtained 
through a cross-classification of the time periods and the physicallsocial di- 
mensions could be subdivided into nore specific cateqories, but for our pur- 
poses we only sugsest t m  possible t>pics for attention in each cell. l4 
overall organizinr; framework using tmporal, physical and social dimensions 
can be Sraphically depicted as follows: 

This 

Fkture of ITazard Preparedness 
Forev:arning Cues t?arniny - 

Pos t-hTlct 

Trans-Impact 

Restoration Residual Zffects 
Controllability Recovery 

Inventory 
Emersency Response I Efazni tude of Impact 

Scope of Damage 

P re- Impact 

Overall, disaster film devote more time to the pre-izqact period than they 
do to the two other time phases. In part, this is related Bo the fact that 
the threat of a disaster rather than its actual occurrence is frequently the 
srrbject r?atter of a fib. Planes do not crash., ships do not sink, nuclear 
plants do not melt-dovm, epidenics do not spread, etc., but the possibility 
is often zraphlcally depicted in m n y  movies. 
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Physical aspects 

The kinds and numbers of disaster agents in the "reel" world do not seem to 
correspond closely to the real world. 
portrayed in movies are either extremely unlikely or probably impossible, e.g., 
the massive missiles fro3 outer spezce in Eleteor, a comet hitting Phoenix, 
Azlzona in Fire in the S 9 ,  or various kinds of a?iilnal-carried hazards or 
threats as in Savage E-e-22~ - or Mightwins. 
urai disaster agents a:? the subject of cimerna attention, tornadoes, for ex- 
ample, are conspicuously absent in movies despite the fact that they rank 
number one a m g  all natural disaster agents in American society at least. 

For one, the disaster agents which are 

While many of the more frequent nat- 

(A tornado is depicted in the fantasy, The Wizard of 02.) Siniiarly, diffuse 
and creepinz types of disaster agenks such as those involved in pollutions of 
various kinds , chemical poisonings, energy shortaqes, or even famines a d  
droughts seldom appear in films. 
volving hman error, breakdowns or accidents in technology or transportation 
system loon large when compared with presentations of natural disasters. A 
Pew kinds of'very localized types of disasters, such as sine catastroDhes. as 

On the other hand, certain disasters in- 

shown in the pre-World War 11-film, EOW Green Was Ny Valley, rarely appear in 
movies of the last several decades; yet, major nine disasters have occurred 
relatively recently in Korea, Japan -&d Souih Africa. 
counts of the mass media agencies only partly mirror the actual disasters that 
occur so, similarly, the fictional disaster films only partly reflect reality. 

Just as the news ac- 

Disaster agents rarely appear unexpectedly in movies. 
characters in the film observe variocs kinds of forewarning cues and feel some- 
thing is amiss. 
of danger, instead of assinilating them into the normal pattern of everyday 
life as emyirical research skows about such perceptions (e.g., ffcluckie, 1970). 
Nonetheless, this drauatic device increases the viewer's tension. Even if 
langer is unknown to the orotagonists ir, the movie, the infornation is usually 
provided for viewers of the film. 
a natural or a technolozical one. 
gathering storm clouds and rising watersg or in the case of The Towering In- 
-9 ferno the omnipotent cmera penetrates concrete and steel to show shortiz 
wires and smouldering 5-se boxes. Interestinqly, ?Ae general position tzzken 
2x1 disaster films is tl-x same as that of the British disaster researcher, 
Turner, who states that insofar as technological disasters are concerned, there 
are almost always physical 6ues which forewarn somethin: is zoing wrong (1978). 

Often, a few of the 

Frequently, the characters interpret anbiguous cues as signs 

This is true whether the disaster agent is 
Thus, viewers alone nay be shown scenes of 

Social aspects 

Disaster filns very seldom portray or allude to direct hazard or risk analyses 
or preparedness measures prior to impact. 
piction, it usually focuses on an isolated individual like the person in 
Avalanche who attenpts personally to assess the probability of an avalanche 
by various informal means. In fact, while not often shown, disaster expert;s 
rend to be portrayed as unreliable. In Earthqua&, for oxaclple, the top of- 
ffcids in the Seismolosy Institute minimize cues pointing to the likelihood 
of a severe earthquake even though a Zraduate research assistant says he has 
uanovered evidence of such a ?ossibility. A subordinate, usually ineffectively 
challengin? the complacency, scepticism or denial of danqer by presumably 
better infomed higher echelon officials, is a minor theme depicted in various 
ways in sone disaster movies. 

To the extent there is any de- 

In alrnost all disaster movies, there is very 
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little conveyed about the existing knowledge of dangers and hazards or the 
protective and preparedness ktance that actually exists in American society, 
particularly at the local cornunity level. 

However, there is a tendency to try to depict the human flaws or weaknesses 
involved in the generation of a disaster although at times this is done retro- 
actively after impact--natural or otherwise. In Earthquake, for example, 
the leading protagonist argues a,qainst buildine structures with insufficient 
resistance to earthqua!:? stresses which is overruled by his superiors and 
chides himself afterward for continuing to build. 
there is an explicit and clear indication that the fire was occasioned by 
substandard wiring used for cost-cutting purposes by the electrical contrac- 
tor of the building. 
even in dangerous weather and seas is noted in both The Poseidon Adventure 
aad A Night to Zemember. The najor protagonist in Avalanche overrides some- 
one who objects to cutting down trees to make room for a resort because such 
action may trigger snow slides. @0~7ever, almost consistently, what are sin- 
gled out as the problems are asocial motives of individuals or the personality 
quirks of specific persons. Very little attention is ever given to prevailing 
socio-economic values (e.g., the priority of property rights) or existing 
social structures (e.p., inadequate inspection systens). Disaster movies, to 
the extent that they seek to assign "causes" for catastrophic events beyond 
technical reasons, usually portray the problem as resulting from the hunan 
beiny involved rather than the social systems in which they operate. 
respect, of course, the approach in disaster films is quite s5milar to the 
general herican approach to most social problems ('tfauss, 1375). 

in The ToT.c?ring Inferno, 

Tlne owners' ne& to mafntain speed €or business reasons 

In this 

Uaarning activities in disaster films are permeated by a concern for creating 

xLth the idea that if people are warned of the hpending danger, they will 
react inappropriately, a viev quite contrary to the finclin,qs of empirical re- 
search (e.8.) Quarantelli and Dynes, 1973). The novies Cassandra Crossing, 
II Jaws, Avalanche, and S m m  include the followinE dialosue respectively: "can' t 
take a chance of starting a panic;" "you yell shark and you qot a panic on 
our hands;'' "you would panic the whole population;T' and, lipanic tine from coast 
to coest." Such an attitude, mistaken thouSh it mey be, is certainly reflec- 
tive of the view held :?-; aany people, including officials with resporrsibilities 
in emergency organizatri.ms as enpirical studfes have long shot;m (Quarantelli, 
1954, 1976). 

panic." The w r d  panic is used in almost all such films and in connection It 

Rarely are existing local warning systens shown as available or in operation. 
In sone rare cases (e.z., -), there are allusions to the corn- 
mnity civil defense organization as vel1 as aspects of its monitorinn; and 
warnin2 capabilities. But othervise, sources of warninq in disaster films are 
left unspecified, or police and/or military forces are rather vaguely depicted 
as doing, something which seems to be associated with warning a threatened 
cornunity population. If disaster novies were the only information available, 
f i b  viewers would have little idea of the various notentfa1 crisis monitoring 
systems, such as the ilationzl Veather Service, or of the different protective 
agencies and emergency plans which are activated in real life when danger 
threatens American communities. 
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Trans- Impact 

?hysical aspects 

Vhen disasters inpact in movies, they are usually of substantial magnitude 
in a least two senses. Frequently, multiple hazards are depicted, and the 
agents are or threaten to be pervasive in their scope. Althouqh films fo- 
cusing on single disaster agents do exist, there are many which show multi- 
ple threats. 
a long time. 
torrential rains of almost cyclone force are accompanied by an earthquake, 
which causes the breaking of a great dam, whose flood waters inundate a city 
bringing about cholera among the survivors. 
-9 Swam there is a major train wreck; the flaming destruction of several heli- 
copters; a nuclear plant explosion; and nmerous tanker, truck and car crashes, 
not to mention the deliberate burning of the city of Bouston, the semi-suicide 
poisoning of a key character, and, of course, the numerous deaths caused by 
the sting of the killer bees, 
disaster often triggers chains and sequences of dangerous events. 

In fact, this has been standard content for disaster films for 
For example, in the old movie, \.%en the Rains Came, initial 

In a much more recent film, 

In the world of the cinema, the inpact of a 

By any criteria, the graphic depiction of physical destruction in most disas- 
ter movies is quantitatively larze. 
as in The Towering Inferno, or Los Angeles could be impacted as in Earthquake, 
or a modern ship might be capsized as in the Poseidon Adventure has been tech- 
nically questioned. IJhatever the reality of the possibilities of physical 
destruction, disaster films certainly portray massive damages and give very 
little indication that the catastrophic events depicted %70UId, in the real 
world, represent the extreme end of the continum rather than the typical di- 
saster--especially in herican society. In other wordsp disaster films in 
one sense of the term rortray catastrophes rather than the kind of destructive 
dznzge the usual. fire, flocd, earthquake, etc. would create in the United 
States. 

Vhether a high-rise building vould burn 

Victims in disaster movies often do not simply or directly die from the major 
disaster agent involved. 
which ;? ship is capsized by a tidal !rave, many victims do not just drown. A 
number are hurled through space, mashed against objects, crushed by falling 
debris or electrocuted. In Avalanche, those who are directly shom being 
killed are cleFicted as being scalded in cooki.z,g vats of boiling water, crushed 
in an overturned bus, mashed in a plane crash, catapulted over a cliff in 
an ambulance losing control on zn icy road, etc.; relatively few people are 
actually and directly depicted as being buried under the avalanche of snow.15 
Contrary to Shatzkin's remark that, "the camera turns away from showing actual 
aments of pain and death at close range" (1975: 
do portray many ways of being killed and injured. They do, it is true, almost 
always avoid explicit dismemberment, disfiguring and physically scarring 
sceaes even though these bodily wou~ds would often be necessarily involved in 
the kinds of deaths and injuries being portrayed in the film. Thus, while 
victins may be sho%m as being burned and on fire, camera shots seldom closely 

For exanple, in both of the Poseidon movies in 

781, many disaster movies 

depict what massive burns 

Apart from the way people 
about the presentation of 

really do to the human body and skin. 

are killed, there are two other notable observations 
casualties in disaster films. First, in many of 
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what migh: be called transportation disaster films there are none or very few 
dead or injured (e.g., the Airport series, 3uggernaut, Shipwreck). 
renarked, there are more threatened than actual disasters depicted in movies. 
Second, while the nwber of those killed nay range from almost all present 
(e. g. 
massive (e.g., explicitly tens of thousands in Sxmm) to none, casualty fig- 
ures on the whole seem reletively light for the ancunt of physical destructio3 
often depicted. In -- Towering Inferno, for exaaple, almost contrary to Zhe 
many visual images of falling bodies,l6 etc., the fire chief at the end states 
the "body count" wa5 kept under 200, which would seem a remarkably low figure 
for the kind of event and situation depicted. 

As already 

apparently only tvo surviTJors from the whole island in 3urricane) or 

Social aspects 

There is considerable variation, but in the main, the social aspects of the 
emergency-time perlod of disaster movies focuses on the white, middle clas 
population, with a fair balance of the sexes and almost always a wide age range 
including children. 
saster impacts in actuality, are not conspicuous in disaster films. Even when 
the geographic locus ~rould seem to suggest the presence of different ethnic 
groups, they are often not represented (e.g., the qeneral absence in Swarm 
of blacks and Chicanos in what supposedly is the Foustozi, Texas area). 
Soaetimes, portrayals verge on the stereotype as in Fire in the Sky in which 
a group of rural Anerican Indians on foot are shovn as siient and stoic in the 
face of deeth, in contrast to the disorderly and screaming flizht behavior 
of city people in cars. 

The poor and sinorities, who are more vulnerable to di- 

Disaster movies usually depict a certain amount of antisocial behavior in the 
trans-izpact period. 
water or land, very often but not always involves at Least some scenes of wild 
or disorderly flight. 
the Foseidon Adventure or in The Towerin? Inferno, as knockin:: one another down 
or engaging in panic behavior. 
people do not run aimlessly (Quarantelli, 1976), the picture presented in 
sone disaster film such as Sodom and Comorrah is of seemingly total random 
movement. Often disasta:: filns also imply or S ~ O Y  looting behavior shortly 
after disaster impact. CIther drastic antisocial behavior, such as attempted 
rapes and murders in Day of the Anhals and Earthquake are, however, almost 
always portrayed as only the actions of a very few. 

Zvacuatlon fron the endanF;ered locality, whether on 

People are depicted, in such fihs as Amusement Park, 

Contrary to empirical studies which indicate 

On balaxrce though, while sone kinds of graphic antisocial behavior are frequent- 
ly shown in disaster filns, it is often counterposed and nixed in with scenes 
of considerable prosocial behavior. ?eople are shown helping one another and 
snall Qroups are often presented in the novies as workine: toyether on inmediate 
enercency-eine problems. In fact, it would be difficult to cite any disaster 
filz tzhich does not have such scenes. Dramatic conventions and continuity of 
storv line, of course, almost dictate some such behavior on the part of the 
major prota2onists in the movie, but such behavior is usually not only confined 
to the aain characters. ?ut another wzy, far nore people are shmm as behaving 
calc~ly and orderly and appropriately than they are as acting badly and inap- 
propriately. Ilumar, beings are yenerally portrayed in filns as trying to rise 
to the challenge of the disaster, which is the actval way chey generally re- 
spond to nass emergencies according to research findings. Interestingly, role 
conflfct betveasn work and family is seldom shown as a problem, which is also 
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similar to real life situations. 
disaster ayths which prevail in the thinking of many people (Quarantelli, 1978). 

Studies suggest this is another of the many 

Hass emergency personnel, to the estent they make an appearance in disaster 
films, are overwhelmingly presented as usually working efficiently and ef- 
fectively. The fictional emergency groups have very few problems with corn- 
nunication, coordination 2nd control which the empirical disaster literature 
says they have in real disasters (Dynes, 1975). This rather positive image 
of Energency organizations, however, is generally confined to fire, police 
and military units (as ir, Airport, 1975, City on Fire, Juggernaut and 
Towering Inferno) because they are typically the only clearly identifiable 
emergency entities durin:: the trans-impact period in disaster films. 
defense at any level is rarely shown as a salient agency, and governmental 
officials are usually only represented by very high executive officials making 
announcenents. Emergency personnel, while unsuunnoned by anyone in the movie, 
often arrive remarkably quickly after impact; yet their presence at the di- 
saster site is never depicted in the film as stemming from any kind of disas- 
ter planning. 
operation, they are typically depicted as having to deal with the amagerial 
problems they encounter on a rather ad hoc, although usually successful, basis. 

Civil 

In fact, to the degree emergency orTanizations are shown in 

The problems both individuals and organizations face in disaster films are 
usually those described in the disaster literature and are agent demands rather 
than response demands (Dynes, ?uarantelli and Kreps, 1930). That is, people 
and goups are putting out fires, helping the injured, transporting supplies, 
etc. 
post or EOC (Emergency merations Center), which is in line with the ad hoc 
nature of the activities just rnentioned. 
gency personnel arise, zhzy are usually indicated 2.3 resulting from personal 
rather than organizational differences, Likewise, in disaster movies, extra- 
comunity 3roups typically have little difficulty in 3eshing their behavior 
with local groups; however, the empirical disaster literature suggests this 
is not: prevalent in actual m s s  energcocies (Barton, 1970). 

In disaster movies these activities are rarely directed by a command 

If confllcts between different emer- 

In part, the leadership exercised in disaster films takes the place of plans. 
Disaster movies often shov charismatic although not emergent leadership. 
is, leadership in the crisis is usually assumed by persons with pre-impact 
legal authority and/or pre-fnpact positions of responsibility and influence 
who are also dominant personalities (e.g., the combination of: the fire chief 
and the building architect in The Towering Inferno). t&at such persons do not 
connand or do not know, is compensated for by their forceful presence and per- 
sonal involvement in many often minute disaster-related tasks, (e.g., the 
hospital ad3inistration surgeon in City on Fire), even though the latter is 
not only unlikely but probably dysfunctional, as some enpirical literature 
suggests, in actual disaster situations. 

That 

Fos t-Impact 

lfany disaster filns do not shov a post-impact period. 
sonewhere near the end of the trzns-impact stage. Thus, the physical and social 
aspects of the post-impact period are the cells in our organizing framework 
which are emptiest of all insofar as the content of disaster movies is concerned. 

They frequently end 
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The residual effects of a disaster in the post-impact period is very seldom de- 
picted in any way, even if the disaster movie extends into that time Period. 
The idea that there mifIrt be hazard-reducing technologies for getting some de- 
pree of future control. Is rarely mentioned in films. In fact, if the notion of 
possi3le recurrence is suzgested, as it is st the end of Swam, it is implied 
that the new crisis trill be the same as the old. There are occasional hints in 
sone movies of assessinp, blame, but usually it is of a personal nature--"I 
caused this, I .m resnonsible". At best, the idea that lessons may have been 
learner! from the disaster is almost always left implicit. At most there may be 
a conment at the end such as the one made by the fire chief in The Towerinp In- 
ferno ~7ho says something to the architect to the effect that there are going to 
continue to he Droblems "until someone asks us how to builc! them'.'. 

- 

gisaster movies likewise deal very little with matters of social restoration or 
recovery. Qur analysis of disaster film would not support the Conrad thesis 
that, "they focus on isolated events in which attractive and technically adept 
heroes intervene efzectively to prevent recurrence," (1978: 208). The films 
often end on a closing shot cf survivors startin2 a5ain to pick up their normal 
routines, but vdth no indication that there is ping to be much difference in 
the future either in tens of preventinp a recurrence or in regard to the ways 
iQ vhich the disaster threat will be handled if it does recur. 

Ln concludine the oresentation of our Lather tentative substantive impressions, 
'1.76 miTht make three general statements as to the overall content of disaster 
movies :: 

1. 
!%%ole arenas an6 areas of activities and actions are overlooked in the movie 
versions. In fact, most of the important aspects involved in actual disaster 
planning, emergency res7onse management, and long term recovery are not present- 
ed, e.?., little attention to organizational preparations and mobilization is 
ever riven, the post-inljact period as a thole is laqely ignored, the role and 
resuonsibility of governrcent in disaster is mostly left implicit, disaster plan- 
nlng and training is almost never alluded to, hazard vulnerability analysis is 
rarely implied, etc. 

Alonn sone liaes, disaster films simply 60 not mirror disastex reality. 

2. Alonp other lines, disaster movies either perpetuate the vrong ideas accord- 
ing to scientific studies or present empirically incorrect facts. 
these, as already llmplied or stated, have to do v7ith what empirical disaster re- 
search has Characterized as the "myths" of disaster behavior (Charantelli and 
Dynes, 1973). 

Xany of 

Other misconceptions which are conveyed deal with appropriate or even possible 
behavior in certain crisis situations. 
fire scenes, characters walk or run throunh the fires around them, when in real 
life they would have to crawl or even nizht face entrapment 3ue to heat an6 
smoke. 
which in reality would kill anyone by asphyxiation. 

For exanple, in many movies involving 

In City on Fire, hundreds of people are shown escapfng fire situations 

The disaster movfes also Dresent distorted versions of non-disaster phenomena. 
For examnle, sex role stereotypes abound in disaster film. Vomen, as in the 
Day of the Animls, are characterized as, if not hysterical, yenerally deferring 
to men's chvsical strength or coolness in the face of the'crisis. In Swam, it 
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is particularly ironic t5at the major female protagonist is portrayed not only 
as a physician but also as an a m y  captain; yet, she too plays a very subordi- 
nate and deferential role to men despite her two presticious occupational 
statuses with their usually-attributed concomitant leadership oualities. 

3, Along a few lines, dlsaster movies do capture actual disaster reality. Ba- 
sically, victim in these film Qenerally rise to the challenge of the disaster, 
parficularly in the eneqency period. 
relatively well given the circunstances. This is true in actual disaster sit- 
uat ions. 

They do b7hat has to be done, and do it 

Future Vork and Study 

Since almost nothing of a systenatic nature is knotm about disaster films, and 
our pilot study was only able to unevenly and selectively examine one part of 
the whole topic, almost any research that would be done in the future b70Uld be 
a contribution. Yowever, as we indicated in an earlier paper on the study of 
the mass media in diszsters (Quarantelli, 1980), we believe there would be 
greater practical and theoretical payoffs if a research prospectus or agenda was 
laid out an2 some priorities vere assigned to the work to be done. The systema- 
tic setting forth of such a prosran of study is beyond the scope and intent of 
this paper, but a few suggestions useful for developing an agenda can be made. 
For purposes of exposition, we shall separately and briefly discuss conaeptual 
and theoretical issues. 

1. 
are confronted with tvo interselated problems. One stems from the simple fact 
that at both the operational and research levels, there are major difficulties 
in defining an actual i;-\cident as a disaster. This problem has plasued the di- 
saster area for a long >:he. Given this ilzzcertairity in dealing with "actual" 
disasters, there is9 thxer'ore, no easy way of comeptualizing a disaster film 
by just borrowing whatever legal or research definitions exist. One strategy 
for the future might be to elaborate on our earlier discussion of films, which 
differentiate Setween those that had disasters as major themes, background or 
incidental material. Another approach would be to deal exclusively with those 
movies in which disasters are sery najor themes, or in which catastrophies occur. 
The object here would be to take the extreme case for purposes of study. Still 
another possible strategy night be to focus on all depictions in film of hunan 
behavior under extreme stress znd group responses during crises in which col- 
lective danger to life, well-being aEd property is involved. 
possible to take an even broader approach and in Barton's (1970) terninolop,y 
deal with all collective stress situations as these are depicted in movies. 

The conceptual. question of what a disaster film is has to be reexamined. F7e 

It would also be 

However, several of these strategies evoke the equally difficult problem of de- 
ternining those aspects in a film which constitute a reality parallel to the 
real world. Prior to the Three Xile Island nuclear incident, many people would 
have classified The China Syndrome as science fiction. In fact, in a brochure 
issued by the Atonic Industrial Form, a nuclear pot7er trade asshciation, the 
film was attacked as being unrealistic in its depiction of a potential disaster 
because "nuclear power plants are designed and built to withstand every conceiv- 
able act of God--and some inconce2vable ones as well," (quoted in Green, 1979: 
20), Thus, 2s this example points out, specifying when film content does or 
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does not go beyond reality is a difficult task. 
lity would probably exclude almost any movie from consideration since it is 
possible to identify elements of "unreality-' in almost all of them. The issue 
is, in many respects, where the line is to be drawn. Thus, The Towering Inferno 
is an unreal movie in sone ways, but it is not as unreal as Earthquake, vhich, 
however, is not as unreal as Xeteor, if one judges reality solely in terms of 
physical and statistical probabilities on the basis of current scientific knoel- 
edge. 
ing any movie as a disaster film and has to be addressed innore systematic 
fashion before more studies are done. 

h very strict criteria of rea- 

This matter of content reality is ixtricately involved in conceptualiz- 

2. 
ter movies is the way it is. 
tions in the artistic or cinema world or these films are only intended to be 
entertaining, of course, just begs the question. It also indicates that a fo- 
cus solely on content is perhaps defensible only as an initial step. 
involved in the production of disaster films, as well as khe influences such 
movies wield upon their audiences, is in the long run more important. 

In general, this paper has not looked into reasons why the content of disas- 
To say that these movies sinply reflect conven- 

\.That is 

Thus, the producers or, in the eerminology of our earlier paper (19IiO), the C, 
the comunicators in the mass comunication system, should be examined. 
duces disaster filns? !*&at artistj-c, technical or other constraints are oper- 
ative upon them? How do the producers involved determine the content of the 
filns? 
saster film qenre selected over other possibilities? The lone discussion of 
these and similar quesi-ions which we by chance uncovered dutinc this study was 
ir? a book called Earthfl!GwJE* The Story of a hl~vS-~ (L974) by George Fox. As 
the title indicates, it focuses on the production-txid filming of Earthquake and 
suggests, in a case-like fashion, some of the complexities involved in tryin? 
to explain what accounts for the content of disaster film. There are even scat- 
tered hypotheses which might be put to the test. For example, 'most of a catas- 
trophic film deals with the prolonged cotintdopm to the debacle. 
disaster is usually too expensive to keep up its run for ninety minutes," (An- 
nan, 1975: 29). 

Who pro- 

there do they get their ideas about disaster phenomena? I?hy is the di- 

Large-scale 

3oxever, ultimately, some iqortant research needs to be conducted on the view- 
er or consumer of disaster films. A?parentLy, no study has looked at these au- 
diences. 
there are audiences. But who are the audiences? 
a special interest in disaster films or are they reEular movie-poers? 
mentators have suggested that the average disaster fib viewer does not come 
primarily from the young, who constitute the majority of the present day movie- 
goinp, public but 2re an older category of persons (Kaplan, 1975: 39). Are 
there disaster fila buffs? Do viewers of disaster films see these movies over 
and over again as science fiction Eovie fans and other cult groups are known to 
do? 

Since many disaster films are watched by larp,e numbers of people, 
Do they involve persons with 

Some com- 

Apart from whoa the audiences are, what do disaster movie-goers see? That is, 
in what ways:, if any, do they distinzuish between different kinds of movies hav- 
ins disaster content? Is a film such as Earthquake seen as a more realistic de- 
piction of that disaster phenoiena17 than Supeman, which also has a lengthy 
and dramatic earthquake scene? In other words, the earlier qaestions we posed 
about the "reality!' of disaster movies would also have to be asked from the per- 
spective of film viewers. 
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How do disaster film viewers respond to what they see in such movies? 
oeople talk about some of the movies they see but not all. 
discussed more or less than other films? Vhat do peonle think they learn, if 
anything, from disaster films? Do viewers believe they have learned anythinp. 
about disaster phenoiena and behavior?l8 Ccntent analysis may show w5at is man? 
ifestly exposed in certain films, but if viewers do not perceive and remember 
such content, no learnin? occurs. X01.r could a test be made of the hypothesis 
that some very dramatic disaster scenes which a child sees in a film will hence- 
forth col-ox that person's expectations and perceptions of disasters? Vhy are 
some disaster f i l m  liked more than others? Do audiences tire of the disaster 
film genre in the same way they are kaown to lose interest in various kinds of 
television programs? 
ple become desensitized to actual disasters? 

Ve know 
Are disaster movies 

As a result of heavy exposure to disaster films could peo- 

These are but ;?; few of the many questions which can and should be asked about 
disaster film audiences. If sone answers are obtained, it will then be possible 
to start matching the producers' intent with the films' effects on viewers. Any 
eventual theoretical understandine, of disaster films requires that both produ- 
cers and consumers of such movies be studied intensively. 

To move to tIze study of producers and consumers of disaster movies does not pre- 
clude the probability that a number of questions can best be addressed by look- 
ing at film content. 
commentators have inpplixl? 
the interest in disaster films will drop substantially when compared with their 
vonularity in the 1970's (Royce, 1930: 3). If there are such cycles, is there 
a pattern to tber?, and vith what mioht they be correlated? Also, content analy- 
sis would enable us to identify similarities and differences between the content 
of disaster films and other popular clrlture products such as disaster novels. 
(Recent ones have included BlkZard, Epidemic 9, m, Doomsday, Dmega, Flayday 
?he %eat Los AweLes Ftre, The Genesis, -- Selix, Rock, The Sixth W i n t e r ) . m n  
the novels The Glass Inferno and The Tower were combined and turned into iz movie 
The Towerin? Inferno, what changes were made in content? If answered, this could 
Pive us soEe clries. Also, only content analysis can indicate differences in con- 
terit ~7%ich are existent between movie-house and television versions of the same 
film. T,i?<ewise, content analysis can enable us to ascertain in what ways films 
denlinp. vith tFe acnte en?ergencias usually desiznnted as disasters are similar 
to those c?ealiw wit5 chronic or persistent hazards (such as denicted in Pro- 
Qhecy, a fictioqal film dealin? with biolopical and ecoloyical consequences of 
dumnfns: Doisonous c,ercurv compounds into local stream waters), In a separate 
caterrorg arq satires or spoofs of disaster films. Twa of the more recent ones 
are The Sic., nus and Airplane. Studies of such films mipht be instructive in that 
they coul? inxcate the central themes of disaster films as perceived by produ- 
cers of these novies. Research usin.: content analysis could also establish the 
differences anc? sirrilarities between educational, training and documentary films 
on disesters--presumably closer to reality-and fictional or entertaining movies 
about disasters. 

Fcr example, is the dlsaster film genre cyclical as some 
It has been suggested that as we move iato the 19SO'q 

T&ile this -mer has focusec! upon dissster filns, these sane comments could be 
made about other povular culture phenomena with a disaster orientation. 
present sone of the same problems and opportunities if research is undertaken, 
In fact, even though c7ismter films oupht, to be giaen research priority Secause 
they nzy influence a %r.:ater number of peoole, similar studies might be more 
easily launchec! on otF?er Dopular culture items.** 

They 

In the lon: run, of course, 
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all aspects of the relationship betpreen popular culture and disasters ought to 
be intensively examined because, as the introduction to this paper pointed out, 
learning. about disasters occurs in ways other than direct experience and news 
docmentarv accounts. 
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Foot notes 

1. The question of direct experience in disasters does not apaear to hsve ever 
been asked in a national survey, nor has the matter of disaster experience been 
the major object of attention in any disaster study, 
bout the matter comes from asking the question as a secondary or background 
item in disaster research dealiny v:itl? other phenomena, 
dents, in comunity-wide surveys of populations undertaken in IJilkes Barre, 
Pennsylvania. subsequent to the 1972 flood and in Xenia, Ohio after the 1974 tor- 
nado, were asked if they had experienced a prior disaster and to indicate the 
nature of their experience, at least insofar as the disaster a3ent. The figures 
cited in the text are taken from unpublished data in these two surveys conducted 
by the Disaster Eesearch Center (DRC) at Ohio State University. Some surveys 
in hurriczne-prone areas suy;gest 60-80 percent of the population has had ex- 
perience with hurricznes, but some recent studies indicate that only "a very 
small Droportion of the coastal population has had any life threatening exper- 
ience with major hurricanes" (Clark and Carter,1979: 7). 

Our only information a- 

For exanple, respon- 

2. As noted later, myths about disaster behavior abound. To this day, state- 
ments are made that millions of Americans "panicked" because of this broadcast, 
with hundreds of thousands fleein? (e.g.Xoch,lP71). 
dence of such behavior, and even the study of the event cited as documentation 
(Cantril, Gaudet and Perzog, 1940) has been incorrectly interpreted (see Quar- 
antelli, 1977). 

There is ahost no evi- 

3. In addition, population-aide data on this matter are lackinp. However, cer- 
tain studies on peonle's understanding of hurricanes indicate lack of knowledge 
(e.g., Wlkinson and Ross, 1970; Pin42m, et al, 1977), and the behavior of pe3- 
ple in the face of certain kinds of chemical disasters currently beinf studied 
by DEC also suggests little, accurate grasp of the phenomena. 

4. TnJithout exception, the sources discussed below or othervise examined are 
non-empirical in nature. There vas not a single effort in the lot to obtain 
direct data from either producers or consumers of disaster popular-culture items 
or to undertake any systematic or even holistic content analysis of the written 
or filmw! oroducts discussed. All discussions and conclusions are derived from 
highly personal an6 unsystematic iupressions. 

5. Flhile there are a number of S O U ~ C ~ S  which discuss content analysis generally 
(e.g.> Eolsti, 1963; !3erelson, 1971; Carney,1372; Janowitz, 1975; Krippenclorff, 
1939), only a few deal with the use of the method in film analysis (e.g., Syrne, 
1'355; Fyock, 19fiQ), Fovever, one source dealin: with content analysis of tele- 
vision news does have a number of ideas arlaFtable to a study of movie content 
(Adam and Schreibmn, 1078). 

6. Yne importance of visual imaqery is discussed in Curry and Clarke, 1973. 

7. 
section of the pa?ex, the issue of what is true-to-life, or "realistic" is very 
comples afid heavily depend.ent on the perspective and knowledge of the observer. 

As will he discussed in several contexts later; and esDecially in the last 

8. 
clude about 15-29 w vie film and 5-10 television program reviews. 

A tyyica1 issue of Variety will have about 194 pages of text and will. in- 
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9. In srincinle, of course, films already issued could be similarly located. 
But, if an effort of this kind is to be made, there would anpear to be a great- 
er payoff for doinp it in a future rather than past time-frame. 

10. 
Guide will provide enough relevant information. 
publications sugpests that Variety is more likely to provide indications of 
disaster content in films. 

This assumes the film review in Sariety and the capsule summaries in 
A cursory examination of both 

11. 
video or film tanes, especially by ethnomethodologists. However, these have 
usually been instances in which the filrs material was relatively short in 
length and the film print was available for almost infinite reuse, 
ter films we are discussinz would normally average close to two hours in length 
and, in any practical sense, could be rescreened only a relatively fe~7 number 
of tipes. 

It is true that sotne extremely refined content analyses have been made of 

The disas- 

12. Vhile the core of o x  observations are taken from our deliberate and ho- 
listic vieving of the listed disaster films, we also have taken into consider- 
ation memories an6 inpressions of other disaster movies we had seen in the 
past, the comments of other viewers with whom we have discussed selected disas- 
ter movies, as vel1 as the passin3 remarks of film reviewers and commentators. 

13. 
dicated zinc? other sources. Fowever, there are almost no parallel, penera1 
frametrorks for oraanizinp physical data on disasters. 
most discussions of the physical aspects of disasters are agent-specific, 
whereas almost all general examinations of social aspects tend to cut across 
different kinds of apents. 
tive of whether they refer to a flood, a hurricane or a tornado. 

Prametiorks for orp;anizin* social data on disasters can be found in the in- 

In part, this is because 

Thus, warnings are discussed as warnings, irrespec- 

14. 
1975. 

For finer distinctions especially in the social dimensions, see Dynes, 

15. 
movie houses, exhihitec? on regular network or local television outlets, or on 
cable systems. Avalanche %'as seen twice and there were differences in the film 
content of the two versions-in one, some scenes in which people were bein? 
killed en masse were abbreviated. 

Films are edited in different ways according to whether they are sho%m in 

16. 
"killed'~ or "injured?' in various spectacular ways in this film (hltshuler , 
1975: 52). 

It is interesting to note that 141 stunt people tiere emFfoyed to be 

17. 
tion of the worst probable earthquake which could hit: Los Angeles. 
ec! less devastation ax! destruction than thar implied in the film insofar as 
any inmessionistic judgrr-ent can be made. (See Noah, 1973.) 

A few years apo, the Office of Fh.ergency Preparedness developed a simula- 
It projeet- 

I*. For example, recently there has been a frequently-voiced belief that The 
China Synd.rome bsically affected how people, in general, and mass media per- 
sorinel, in particular, viewed the unfoldine, of the Three Mile Island nuclear 
plant inci8,ent. (See P,o$ovin anci Frampton, 1989.) 
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19, 
ter novels in recent years. 
to looking at whether or not there is any correlation between this phenomenon 
and the appearance of disaster films. 

At an impressionistic level, there appears to have been a suro,e of disas- 
This could be systematically examined in addition 

20. 
would not only be easier but would often be considerably less costly. 
of tke studies whic5 could be done on disaster filn research topics vould be 
relatively expensive. 
far grea.ter theoretical and practical payoffs, if equivalent time and money 
were spent on other Dopular culture disaster topics. 

In fact, studies of other popular culture products such as disaster novels 
Nany 

A question would have to be asked if there mie5t not be 
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IIPFEXDIX A 

List of Films Specifically Viewed for 
the Pilot Study I:Tor€c* 

Airport 
Airport 75 
Airport 77 
Amusement Park 
Avalanche 
Beyond the Poseidon Adventure 
Black Stallion 
Cassandra Crossing 
China Syndrome 
City on Fire 
Condaninium 
Day of the Animals 
Earthquake 
Flame of the Barbary Coast 
Fire in the Sky 
The Greatest Show on Earth 
Hawaii 
The Ifindenburg 
Eurricane (1979 version) 
In Old Chicago 
Jaws 
Juggernaut 
Killer on Board 
Xeteor 
fJig h tving 
The Poseidon Adventure 
Savaze Sees 
Shipwreck 
Sodon and Gomorrah 
Swam 
The Towerfng Inferno 

* A few of the movies listed, such as .Taw3 and Juqp,ernaut Bo not strictly fit 
the criteria for disaster films set forth early in the paper. 
consciously included, however, not only because many coinentators on disaster 
films treat then as part of the Qenre of disaster movies but also to see in 
what ways they differed significantly fron those nore strictly defined. 
some of the fibs preciate 197C, which we originally intended as the starting 
year of the decade to be covered. 
able for screeniqg, we included them in our study, especially since the orig- 
inal sampling frame could not be useci. 

They were 

Also, 

Eowever, when ?re-1970 novies became avail- 
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